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Informal source of law is essentially belonging to source of law. From the 
perspective of legislation, informal source of law is other form of norms, 
comparing to the formulation laws and other formal source of law. From the 
perspective of administration of justice, informal source of law is the raw 
materials for judge to form the judgment, and there is no essential difference 
between the informal source of law and law in this way. Since informal source of 
law has this “dual identity”, which makes it to be both ordinary and special when 
talking about the judicial application. As a norm, when the judge meets 
legislative gaps and omissions, the informal source of law plays a loophole 
richterliche rechsfortbildung function. As source of law, it helps to enhance the 
justice of legal judgment. In fact, judicial application is the process that judge 
looking for the reference for judicial decision-making. In this process, the judge 
would not only take formulation law but also take informal source of law into 
consideration. So this article is mainly to study the judge how to apply the 
informal source of law during the judicial process.  
This article consists of three parts: introduction, main text and conclusion. 
The main text is divided into three chapters. 
The first chapter mainly focuses on the argument about the concept and 
classification of the source of law in Chinese academic circles. And try to clarify 
the concept and extension of the informal source of law in this article. Then to 
further demonstrate the theoretical feasibility and practice possibility of the 
application of the informal source of law. 
The second chapter is mainly focus on the legal practice of the judicial 
application of the informal source of law, basing on the study of the cases from 
the Gazette of the Supreme People’s Court of the People’s Republic of China. 
And this research is mainly from the perspective of logistic analysis and legal 
methods. 
From the perspective of logistic analysis, mainly study the judge how to 
make the informal source of law become part of a magistrate reason during legal 
fact discovery stage and law discovery stage. During the fact discovery stage, 













facts, to make the premise of referee. During the law discovery stage, judge 
mainly takes informal source of law as one item for legal origin.  
From the perspective of legal method, mainly study the judge how to 
transform the informal source of law into judgment by using legal interpretation 
method, legal reasoning method, legal argument method, and interest discretion 
method. Finally, points out the problems and possible reasons.  
The third chapter aimed at the possible suggestions of the judicial 
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rule on which he basis his decision）形成的综合因素。在此意义上，法律渊源
的含义广泛，包括了能影响其裁判规则形成的既定的法律规则(a ready rule of 
law)，以及观念和灵感(idea and inspiration)。⑨ 








































formal sources of the law）是指“那些可以从体现为权威性法律文件的明确文
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